565 Broome SoHo

Residences by Renzo Piano Building Workshop

This floor plan depicts a hypothetical layout of a full floor combination and room dimensions that differ from the floor plan for the Residential Unit as currently offered and set forth in Exhibit 7 in Part II of the Offering Plan for 565 Broome SoHo Condominium. This floor plan is for information only and Sponsor reserves the right to make changes in accordance with the terms of the Offering Plan. This is not an offering. The complete terms are in an offering plan available from the sponsor. File No. CD 15-0190. Sponsor: 565 Broome Owner LLC, c/o Bizzi & Partners, 55 E 59th St, New York, NY, 10022. Equal Housing Opportunity.
This floor plan depicts a hypothetical layout of a full floor combination and room dimensions that differ from the floor plan for the Residential Unit as currently offered and set forth in Exhibit 7 in Part II of the Offering Plan for 565 Broome Soho Condominium. This floor plan is for information only. Sponsor reserves the right to charge a fee in connection with performance of the work necessary to deliver SPHA and SPHB in the manner depicted on this floor plan and by this advertisement makes no representation in connection therewith. Sponsor reserves the right to make changes in floor plans, room dimensions and other information depicted herein. The use of this map accessory to illustrate SFHA and SHHA in the numbers depicted on this floor plan and by this advertisement makes no representation in connection therewith. Sponsor reserves the right to make changes in floor plans, room dimensions and other information depicted herein. The use of this map accessory to illustrate SFHA and SHHA in the numbers depicted on this floor plan and by this advertisement makes no representation in connection therewith. Sponsor reserves the right to make changes in floor plans, room dimensions and other information depicted herein.
This floor plan depicts a hypothetical layout of a full floor combination and related dimensions that differ from the floor plan for the Residential Unit as currently offered and set forth in Exhibit 7 in Part II of the Offering Plan for 565 Broome Soho Condominium. This floor plan is for information only and may not represent the actual layout and dimensions of the finished units. This floor plan is not intended to depict the actual layout and dimensions of the units to be constructed or the location of any building, street or other feature. Sponsor reserves the right to make changes in accordance with the terms of the Offering Plan. This is not an offering. The complete terms are in an offering plan available from the sponsor. File No. CD-15-0190. Sponsor: 565 Broome Owner LLC, c/o Bizzi & Partners, 55 E 59th St, New York, NY, 10022. Equal Housing Opportunity.